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ABSTRACT
Since ten years ago a widespread blooming of cultural clusters (more recently named “creative
clusters”) has been observed at metropolitan level. Inherited from Anglo-Saxon practices, these
hybrid objects have very little in common but their names, given by local governments who
contributed to their development. Despite this proliferation, there is a certain confusion around
the term cluster which covers diverse geographic and functional realities. It describes a spatial
agglomeration of companies and related institutions in “coopetition”, interconnected by market and
non-market relations, in a climate of trust and mutual stimulation. These agglomerations occur at
various scales either inside a building, a district or a city. Creative clusters include both cultural
production and cultural consumption activities. In the literature, recent typologies (Santagata,
Greffe, Mommaas, Debroux) of cultural clusters have proved and strengthened this argument.
Consequently, assessing and understanding comprehensively what these clusters are, and how
they work, is a conundrum. Nevertheless, through an empirical approach, this article will address
territorial cycles of cultural clusters throughout an analysis of their governance. We will
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answer the question: how to build adapted governance for under-defined objects whose contents
are flexible?
The surveyed territories - Quebec (St Roch District), Barcelona (22 @) and Nantes (Quartier
de la Création) – have bet on different strategies that have changed the governance and the sense
of the word cluster. These strategies should support the changing nature of cultural industries.
Governing these industries with conventional policy tools is a risk because they are neither stable
nor standardized. They are complex and troubling objects that require a hybrid and progressive
policy able to understand intersections. These policies must be co-evolutionary and decided with
key stakeholders. This approach is far from the normative one inherited from institutions and
governments. Indeed, the current governance structures are rarely adapted to cultural industries
practices. The challenge “for the top” is to define an appropriate governance “for the bottom”
rather than a dedicated policy.

INTRODUCTION
Since ten years ago, researchers coming from different disciplines agreed on a
multiplication of cultural clusters at metropolitan level. These complex and territorial projects are
part of a paradigm shift which affects the economy and its components from industry, culture
and policy. Recent theories have shown that growth depends more and more on knowledge and
creativity. To describe this evolution, many denominations have been used: « New economy »,
« Knowledge economy », and more recently « Creative economy ». The use of such imprecise
words falls within fashion cycles and could be an interesting item to be analyzed. These
definitions describe the modification of production and consumption goods. Indeed, production
drastically changed and “concepts, ideas and images- not things-are the real items of value in the new economy.
Wealth is no longer vested in physical capital but rather in human imagination and creativity”1 (RIFKIN, 2000,
p 11). Symbolic value might be surpassing usual value of common consumption goods. Thus,
economic development strengths evolved from productive to cognitive paradigm and logically
reinforced the cultural component of production. This is called “cultural economy” based on the
aestheticization and increasing semiotization of products.
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Many authors (STIEGLER2, RIFKIN, FORAY3, BOLTANSKI and CHIAPPELLO4,
LIPOVESKY and SERROY5) tried to describe and analyze what is behind this « new economy ».
They produce concepts like « cognitive capitalism », « artist capitalism » or « contributory
economy » where the consumer would have a central role in the conception phase of production.
This approach differs from the traditional one adopted in cultural economics which is more
focused on the specificities of cultural activities (SANTAGATTA6 and GREFFE7 for craft
products; PICARD8, HAMDOUCH9, SAXENIAN10 for cinema, media and new technologies).
Geographers made a precious contribution to the theory using empirical methodology and
defining cultural products in two categories: mobile products (books, cinema and new
technologies) and immobile products (exhibition, concert, performance). In urban and political
sciences, academics built their theoretical approach on the concept of creative city proposed by
LANDRY11 and spread among political leaders by the Comedia group and its myriad of famous
consultants. This last approach is micro-oriented and tries to understand the various effects of
this new capitalism on cities, promoting a creative urban planning able to create amenities to
attract and maintain the « creative class » considered as the active wheel of this “new economy”.
These paragraphs do not aim at summarizing this huge research area but they allow to assert that
different approaches, coming from economy, geography, urban planning or political sciences,
converge at some point to focus on cultural clusters as a local symbol of capitalism’s
transformation. These clusters are composed by cultural and creative industries (CCIs), which
cover a wide range of activities. However, they have a double side logic based on creative
production and industrial reproduction. Their productions do not only answer to functional
needs; they are sense making, they have an aesthetic or semiotic content. The evaluation of the
2
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content is subjective. Despite an important number of sub sectors more or less near to the
famous « creative core » (identified by FLORIDA12), CCIs have their own characteristics in terms
of working and organizing. Indeed, they are very small enterprises and project-based economy.
This fact reinforces job flexibility and the need of network organizations. The grouping of
cultural industries facilitates spatial and cognitive proximities. It also allows CCIs to reduce
constraints linked to the production of products or works. « Creative agents tend to cluster especially in
Cinema, Art market or Audiovisual »13. This organisation, thanks to proximity, reinforces synergies
and facilitates the exchange of ideas, information and knowledge. Finally, in a creative economy,
CCIs appear to be highly strategic: their working methods and added value tend to be exported
to all economic sectors (Cross-sectoral innovation). Clusters are at the forefront of this
transformation that is why they are an interesting case to study.
Inherited from Anglo-Saxon practices, these hybrid phenomena have very few in
common except their names given by the local governments that have contributed to their
development. Despite this proliferation, there is a great confusion around the term cluster which
covers diverse geographic and functional realities. They describe a spatial agglomeration of
companies and related institutions in “coopetition”, interconnected by market and nonmarket
relations, in a climate of trust and mutual stimulation. These agglomerations occur at various
scales either inside a building, a district or a city. Clusters include both cultural production and
cultural consumption activities. In the literature, recent typologies (Santagatta, Greffe, Mommaas,
Debroux) of cultural clusters have proved and strengthened this argument.
Consequently, assess and understand comprehensively what these clusters are and how they work
is a conundrum. Nevertheless, through an empirical approach, this article will address territorial
cycles of cultural clusters through an analysis of their governance. We will answer the
question: how to build adapted governance for under-defined objects whose contents are
flexible?
The surveyed territories - Quebec (St Roch District), Barcelona (22 @) and Nantes (Quartier de
la Création) – have bet on different strategies that have changed the governance and the sense of
the cluster. These strategies should support the changing nature of cultural industries. Govern
these industries with conventional policy tools is a risk because they are neither stable nor
standardized. They are complex and troubling objects that require hybrid and progressive policy
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able to understand intersections. These policies must be co- evolutionary and decided with key
stakeholders. This approach is far from the normative one inherited from institutions and
governments. Indeed, the current governance structures are rarely adapted to cultural industries
practices. The challenge “for the top” is to define an appropriate governance “for the bottom”
rather than a dedicated policy.

I- Cluster, a growing interest

1.1 Economic approach
The term cluster has been first used in the Anglo-Saxon world by economists and it became very
fashionable in the 1990’s. Describe and promoted by PORTER14 it is based on success stories
mainly located in the Californian Silicon Valley (SAXENIAN, 1985 ; SWANN et PREVEZER,
199615 ). PORTER emphasizes on formal and informal relations between the cluster members.
His definition is the following : “Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected companies,
specialized suppliers, service providers, firms in related industries, and associated institutions (for example,
universities, standard agencies, and trade associations) in particular fields that compete but also
cooperate.”(PORTER, 1998, p.197)
At the turn of the century, the concept of cluster, both flexible and imprecise, has been
assimilated to other concepts developed in regional economy (district, « milieu innovateur » or
learning region). This enthusiasm is far to be linked with its novelty. Indeed, the cluster refers to
MARSHALLl works produced in 1890. For DAVIET and LERICHE (2008)16 this rediscovery is
linked to post-Fordism and is coming from the « winning regions »17. Districts have been
forgotten, occulted by the success of 1980’s organizational models until BECATTINI (1979)18
works. Indeed, the Third Italy organization refers directly to MARSHALL’s district. « The success of
districts is not only the result of objective condition like the evolution of productive system. Subjective conditions such
as trends, the type of scientific reasoning have a distorting role » (DAVIET and LERICHE, 2008).
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The authors first addressed the cluster with economic questioning. The typology used by
GORDON MAC CANN (2000) captures this questioning through three complementary
theoretical approaches. The first one, entitled “pure agglomeration model” focuses on the question of
the mechanical agglomeration of firms in a territory. They would act depending on the centrifugal
forces and centripetal forces. In this approach, the firm is considered as an abstract entity
attracted by 'rational' resources of the territory (scientific economic, financial, technological
resources...). Here, geographical proximity is decisive and the cluster is only understood as an
agglomeration space at variable scale (local, metropolitan, regional). The second approach,
“industrial complex model” analyses the cluster as a set of firms experiencing coopetition and sharing
transactional or contractual relations. Local resources are constructed and shaped by actors'
strategies. The third approach “social network model” analyses more precisely the role and nature of
interpersonal relationships within a cluster.
Nevertheless, thanks to a literature review conducted for the French Ministry of Culture (2013)19
we pointed out that different methodological approaches are now highlighted to understand
clusters. Geographers and urban planners bring their deductive methodology to this theoretical
edifice. It allows them to capture the full diversity of clusters. These inductive disciplines enable a
deconstruction of cognitive frameworks that do not always include the complexity of cultural
economy and its relationship to the territory.

1.2 Geographic approach
Geographers choose a different approach considering three additional inputs (economy, culture
and territory). It allows them to open the debate on urban development issues. These works start
relatively late in the early 2000s in the French academic world. However, according to
AMBROSINO (2009)20 « In Anglo-Saxon countries, it's been two decades since these questions strongly
animate the academic sphere. Many special issues of major international English journals are devoted to this
subject: Planning Practice and Research, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, International
Journal of Cultural Studies , Local Economy , Urban Studies et International Journal of Cultural Policy ».
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Rather than investigate individual behavior of firms and workers in the cultural sector, they use
cultural clusters to understand societal changes. The main characteristic of these inductive and
constructivist approaches is to open a critical debate on the concept of cluster. Other academics
highlight the conflicting dynamics that impact on the trajectories of cultural clusters. Interests
and values, carried by various local stakeholders, confront themselves in the emerging process of
cultural clusters. This article is part of this approach to better understand the organizational logics
of cultural clusters and their hinges over time. This means going beyond critical aspects and
observe how a cultural cluster – as an urban project- can be a policy instrument that provides a
framework for negotiating these contradictory approaches (PINSON, 2009)21. Geographers and
urban planners provide information on the wide range of objectives devoted to cultural clusters.
Indeed, they go beyond the objectives of typical industrial clusters.
Finally, the dynamics of creative clusters reflects the late confrontation between economic,
geographic and political science approaches. These theoretical intersections and quarrels on
methods are not only discussed in the academic spheres. They are reflected in governance
structures through the multiplicity of objectives that are assigned to cultural clusters.

1.3 Typologies of cultural clusters
Starting from empirical analysis of concrete situations, the authors have developed various
typologies identified in literature. They are based on case studies of cultural clusters and form a
set of specific works (SCOTT et LERICHE, 200522 ; SANTAGATTA, 200623; MOMMAAS,
200424 ; GREFFE, 200625; MARKUSEN, 199626 ; EVANS, 200927). We can distinguish four main
categories:
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1 / Cultural clusters referring to Marshallian district, based on the spatial proximity
of one cultural/ creative sector (eg: cinema in Hollywood, multimedia in San Francisco,
video

games

in

Montreal,

design

in

Saint

Etienne,

fashion

in

Milan)

2 / Cultural clusters based on the recognition of local know-how sometimes
stamped with a mark or label (AOC for gourmet products, porcelain in Limoges, perfume
in

Grace)

3 / Heritage or museums clusters (the Museum Quarter in Vienna, Venice,
Amsterdam)
4 / Metropolitan cultural clusters driven by public authorities to rehabilitate urban
space and / or to tackle traditional industries collapses.
This typology shows that the term cluster refers to diverse realities. Who could compare the
cluster of Limoges with Amsterdam’s? In this study we will focus on the fourth one. Each of
them is part of a massive urban project based on former industrial areas. Despite these common
features, we will see that the objectives assigned to them are distinct and evolving over time.
Is the complexity of the cluster that induces interdisciplinary approaches? Are these
interdisciplinary approaches that had influenced policy makers to create complex projects? We
will try to answer this question by showing how the term cluster appeared in the projects of
Nantes, Barcelona and Quebec.

1.4 How the word « cluster » appeared on the territories studied
1.4.1 Nantes, from Campus to cluster
The emergence of the term cluster to describe what happened on the island of Nantes is linked
to many factors identified thanks to interviews conducted between 2011 and 2014. The project
Quartier de la Creation “fits not in a structured and planned approach but from parameters that were favorable
to the emergence of a hub dedicated cultural and creative industries "(interview Denis Caille, February 2013).
The first idea for the western part of the island was to create an Art Campus gathering the Fine
Art school, the Architecture school, Universities... This idea was from the Fine Arts School
director who convinced the City mayor in 2005. To assist him in the definition of this
Interdisciplinary Arts Campus, SAMOA (Société d’Aménagement de la Métropole Ouest
Atlantique, a public body in charge of urban planning on the island) uses a consulting firm
8

(Algoé)28 in 2006 and commissioned a prospective benchmark. The term cluster appears in the
final report with reference to international examples include the project "Helsinki Virtual
Village". Second, Nantes Métropole (the local public authority managing the metropolitan area)
was at that time experiencing its first European Project ECCE. “With ECCE, the idea of cluster has
made its way and we faced Anglo-Saxon experiences” (Interview with Jean-Louis Bonnin, November
2012). ECCE was also the starting point of a local help desk dedicated to cultural and creative
enterprises. A third parameter triggered the term "cluster ". It is related to an in vivo experience
conducted by SAMOA by 2005. The idea was to rent during the time of maturation of the
project Halles Alstom, small office spaces/studios to fifty companies, associations in the field of
culture and CCIs. This experience was monitored and analyzed by a research team GRANEM
(University of Angers) and Lemna (University of Nantes). They stressed the importance of
cooperation between tenants born from micro proximity. If market relations were highlighted
(subcontracting, co- contracting) most relationships were non-commercial (exchange of
equipment, loans, mutual ...). The study showed that Halles Alstom were an ecosystem, the
receptacle of collective made up of individuals and complementary talents. In a word, a cluster
“foetus” was born and people agreed to preserve and export its dynamic over the island.
1.4.2 Québec, sector versus cluster
In Quebec, nobody refers to the term cluster. The reason why is that this term is inherited, as we
have seen, from Anglo-Saxon theories. Although the concept was analyzed by Quebec academics
but it does not have a positive echo among practitioners and politicians which avoid using
English words.
The project for St Roch district begins after the municipal elections of 1989 with an urban
regeneration of this former industrial and neglected area. The economic revival has been
stimulated by several factors: work on public space, the setting of the School of Visual Arts and
the adoption of a tax incentive in the heart of St Roch: “le Centre National des Nouvelles Technologies
de Québec (CNNTQ)”. The objective was to attract businesses in ICT and multimedia. In Quebec,
the cluster (called “Créneau”) has been possible thanks to a dedicated financial tool which
disappeared in 2010. Today the city tries to develop "softer tools" and organize - via Quebec
International (QI) - the structuring of economic stakeholders. QI is mandated by the provincial
government. However, Quebec entrepreneurs did not wait QI to organize a network. Real estate
28
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developers and commercial development company (SDC) also play a crucial (and criticized) role
in maintaining entrepreneurs on the area. Today, entrepreneurs propose projects for the city.
Private

relay

is

much

more

evident

than

in

France.

“All projects for St Roch come from occasions and opportunities: it was not planned as such.” "(Interview with
Christian Marcon, June 2013).
1.4.3 Barcelona, the American dream
In Barcelona, the emergence of cluster is concurrent with the beginning of the urban
project. The project stakeholders including Miquel Barceló, director of the structure 22@ make
explicit reference to Florida and Porter’s theories at the beginning of its conceptualization. The
idea of creating five clusters related to the knowledge economy “@ activities”29 was not based on
what already existed. "We made clusters in the desert." The desire to create these clusters arose from a
visit of policymakers and municipality in San Francisco and Silicon Valley. Back in Barcelona, the
bet on the brownfield of Poblenou to create these clusters in the hottest sectors of the “new
economy”. « The cities and regions that try to win position through their competitiveness by means of the
attraction and development of concentrations of creative and knowledge activities, as Barcelona has done, benefit
from the theories around the creation and promotion of clusters. These concentrations cannot survive, however,
without including aspects related to their path dependence and becoming rooted to the territory and to the actors and
institutions that characterise it »30
We will see later how the city finally took into account the territorial dynamics that pre existed in
22 @.By nature, these clusters have goals that go beyond those of traditional industrial clusters.
Economic development is an objective among others. What are these goals, how and why they
are changing?
II The cluster as a negotiation process

2.1 Diverse and changing goals
Our three cases are part of a cluster typology that we entitled « metropolitan cultural clusters ». In
Nantes, Quebec and Barcelona, the three projects are driven by public authorities to reach two
main objectives:
29
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1/urban renewal of industrial district
2/supporting economic development on strategic sectors
Despite this common profile, their goals are different and change over time. They have a holistic
profile. More than the effective structuring of an economic sector (the first objective in a
"traditional" cluster) they also seek, through the urban project, the spatial configuration most
likely to produce innovations. That is why some authors do not hesitate to use other terms than
cluster. It appears outdated and too restrictive to describe these urban ecosystems that stimulate
technological, social and cultural innovations. Some prefer the term district that takes into
account the specificities of places.
BESSON (2012)31 proposes the concept of "Urban Cognitive System" in his thesis presented in
2012. The wide objectives of these projects make them extremely difficult to comprehend. The
diagrams below show the overall evolution of these goals over the past ten years.
Diagram 1 – Nantes, from the Art Campus to « Strategic Action Sectors »
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Diagram 2 - Quebec: from a digital cluster to a “technoculture city”

Diagram 3- Barcelona: clusters, economic crisis and the creative core

During the analyzed period of ten years, clusters strategies evolved very quickly based on local,
national and international opportunities. Local stakeholders also play an important role
negotiating the strategy. According to Jean Luc Charles, director of SAMOA (April 2014): "This is
not a transformation of the initial strategy with a radical change and ruptures. It is more successive development
phases in the management of the whole project. Besides these phases complement and enrich each other, they do not
vanish. To build a strong economic support for creative and cultural industries is not contradictory with the
deployment of opportunities for CCIs in the wider economy. These approaches are very complementary. "
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2.2. The Why and the How ?
The inductive approach applied by MOMMAAS (2004) allows him to question the place of
clusters in urban strategies. He points out the broad spectrum of objectives assigned to clusters:
economic redevelopment, rehabilitation of industrial buildings, stimulating creativity, urban
marketing, and cultural democratization. According to MOMMAAS, evaluation is not only
verification of objectives. However, these policies result from pragmatic dynamic where the
objectives are progressively adapted.
The present analysis brings other elements of understanding. If there are pragmatic and dynamic
mechanisms, strategies evolve according to local, national or international opportunities/or
orders. In some cases, social conflicts influenced and reoriented them. Governance networks
(formal) and power games (unofficial) influence the initial strategy. « The project vision is at the
crossroad of individual commitments and prospective around cultural economy influenced by European good
practices » (Interview with Nicolas and Amelia Elise Roy, May 2014). Which stakeholders play a
key role in this game? To illustrate these dynamics we will focus on examples experienced in
Nantes to Barcelona.
In Nantes, the “cross-sectoral innovation” objective is supported by a local group of
stakeholders. This working group met frequently to develop adapted strategy and experiences.
However, this strategy is strongly influenced by the European Commission. Indeed, Quartier de
la Création is part of a political network at EU level called European Creative Industries Alliance
(ECIA)32. For this network Nantes is responsible for Cross Innovation topic which allows a
strategic and political visibility to this local working group. At local level, this strategic measure is
lead by an extra project manager part of the cluster team.
In Barcelona, cultural and creative industries were not considered as a key lever in the initial
strategy which intended to support « knowledge economy ». When « creativity » was pointed out
as a new objective - with the development of media and design clusters- a paradox emerged. This
neighborhood was spontaneously colonized by artists in the 1980’s but it gradually lost its artistic
content. According to MARTI-COSTA & PRADEL (2011)33 “the construction of 22@ has meant the
disappearance of most of the spaces that contained artists' studios, thereby dismantling the pre-existing artistic
32
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community”. Once bursted the real estate bubble, the economic crisis and the strong criticism
against 22 @ - from residents and artist communities - the discourse of the municipality has
evolved. In 2007, an answer came with the launch of « Fabriques de Creació », a network of
spaces dedicated to artistic creation and production. This network is composed of eight
establishments located in former industrial buildings.

2.3 How to orchestrate the stage play?
These examples underlined the wide range of objectives assigned to clusters while showing how
difficult it is to handle them with contradictory goals. How to build adapted governance for
under-defined objects whose contents are flexible? CHAPAIN and ANDRES (2012) propose
this definition of governance: « modes and practices of the mobilization and organization of collective
action »34
To organize for and with project stakeholders when this project is under-defined and quickly
evolved is a delicate exercise which could be compared to a set design. There are a lot of shams.
In Nantes for Quartier de la Création, there is an injunction and belief in "bottom up" initiatives.
However, the cluster strategy is design to answer to "top-down" tasks defined in formal
agreements with local authorities who fund the project. Tensions between different objectives
must be counterbalanced by agile governance.
Objectives and tensions in cultural and creative clusters
To show- To experiment
To attract enterprises and investments – To avoid gentrification
To be a iconic symbol of renewal - To protect heritage
To produce knowledge and innovations – To bet on know how
Planned - Spontaneous
To sell products, services – To develop concepts
Creative industries - Culture
Local - Global
Using benchmarking to import the best governance recipe is tempting. But there is no way to
import such a tool. They are anchored in their contexts. They are based on stakeholder’s ability
to participate in the process to defend their interests. Besides, the governance of projects evolve
34
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quickly which makes it not exportable. Each project implements a governance system but it is
characterized by its ability to constantly renew itself. Moreover, the majority of identified projects
have barely ten years of existence; it is difficult to have a critical review of governance that can
still qualify "experimental projects”.
Combining urban project and economic development is an opportunity but this dual objective
reinforces the difficulty to find suitable governance. Project timelines (economic versus urban)
differ and governance methods used in “traditional” clusters are not adapted to metropolitan
cultural clusters. Elise Roy and Amélie Nicolas (2014) stressed that "between urban development
policies and economic development policies, they invent a new form of public intervention, largely ambivalent,
between voluntarism and negotiation, between control and indeterminacy of action processes”. Even if these
cluster cases have “official” governance, it is inflected by power games between stakeholders
entering the governance system to defend their interests. But who are these actors? We can list
local municipalities, economic and scientific players, artists and creative professionals, but also
civil society. This parallel negotiation is often abstruse and difficult to grasp because of the
multitude of participants involved and because their goals change depending on personal time,
policies and opportunities. Official and actual governance are two different realities. Some do
not hesitate to evoke a "denial of democracy".
III Open and agile governance for under defined projects

3.1 Organizational challenges for the cultural and creative industries
Cultural metropolitan clusters are trying to develop strategies based on consensus defined
between stakeholders within dedicated framework. How to define an apparatus without
restraining initiatives and giving appropriate meaning?
This is the major issue behind the governance of such projects.
In its analysis of Cognitive Urban System BESSON (2012) goes further to explain the operating
of governance arrangements. For him, "the opening of the governance system is necessitated by the significant
investments induced by the project, as well as the complexity of issues, whether technical, scientific or ethical.
Ground knowledge is necessary for the conduct of such projects because no actor, public or private, has the entire
knowledge and resources to address problems alone". As we already shown, these projects are evolving
quickly which implies both opening and agility of their governance.
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The challenge is to bring together projects applicants, researchers and financial institutions
(public and private actors). These worlds go at their own pace. While some experiment and take
risks, others want to be reassured about their investment. Governance must find a balance
between these components without being too institutionalized. Evoking Quartier de la Création,
Olivier Caro raises the alarm "Governance of Quartier de la Création : it does not work, many things
formerly happened in the informal way, today they depends on institutional working groups" (Interview with
Olivier Caro, November 2012). The "institutionalization process" (interview with Elise Roy and
Amelia Nicolas, May 2014) may lead to slow down initiatives. Nevertheless, this governance
offers a negotiation framework which did not exist previously.

To better consider governance challenges for cultural cluster we have to take into account their
main components in other words CCIs. According to PRATT (2012)35, “CCI do not fit easily within
existing institutions of government and policy-making”. Many factors could explain this situation. The
first problem with CCIs is how to resolve the tensions between for-profit and no-for-profitaspects. They depend both on cultural and industrial policies which are traditionally not run by
the same institutions. Some cities try to adapt and decided to merge cultural and economic
services (ie: city of Utrecht) but the change of name does not automatically imply to change
actual practices. Second, cultural planning has contribute to open cultural polices and multiply its
objectives. Thus, culture is often used as a tool within urban renewal project. However, the
institutional structure of most government policy is not adapted to these changes and to the
numerous objectives assigned to cultural and creative clusters. “ this is the often discussed problem of a
“silo mentality” where not only is policy barely discussed in narrow terms, but it is isolated from other ‘silos” of
government and research” (Pratt 2012, p325) Finally CCIs organizations and products are
misidentified, partially apprehended and thus governed via partial representation.
Politicians face a troubling object and they need to better understand it before pretending to
govern it. PRATT (2012) points out that academic and policy communities are resistant to
exceptionalism: making a specific case or policy for a particular activity. They need more
knowledge about CCIs to understand their functioning . Like any innovative sectors CCIs have
an important level of risk. Public bodies find it difficult to support potential failure, this is not
popular politically speaking. PRATT insists on the fact that traditional policy answers such as
35
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hard policies (provision of infrastructure, regulation, taxation or subsidies) are not working: « they
are focused on either arbitrary outputs or normative targets ». In this sense policy is in danger of having little
relevance for the CCI, in the sense that when policy “works” it is only through an indirect process. This lead some
authors to argue for the need to govern at the interstices of social action; that is, to intervene in the soft
infrastructure and social-cultural-economic setting.”
Finally, good governance should be able to facilitate information exchanges. « It should be viewed as
the process of real exchange of non-codified, time- and context- sensitive information ». These exchanges mainly
happened outside the firm; rely upon informal institutions, networks and intermediaries or
“brokers”.
CCIs evolved quicker than public bodies and do not fit easily within existing institutions of
government and policy-making or the academic disciplinary world. To support them cluster
governance should adapt to their specificities and paid more attention to processes rather than on
outputs. To do so, it seems crucial to explore new techniques of governance and “challenge the
boundaries of the public/private, the for-profit-not for profit, the formal/informal”. If you want to help CCIs
to get mature, there is a great need to better understand their functioning and needs. This last
idea is underlined by LANGE (2011)36 « visions of potential cultural clusters seem to be detached from the
reality of the evolution and paradoxical practices of creative industries in Berlin and trapped in traditional forms of
economic development derived from the industrialized past (…) existing governance approaches ignore creative
agents rather than consider them for governance option”.
If CCIs clusters governance does not adapt to creative entrepreneurs, they will find a way to
organize themselves. They will create their own relational spaces with open boundaries between
cooperation and competition, the for- profit/not-for-profit, public and private, leisure and work.
They will invent a tailor need organization and reach decision making sphere tanks to their
informal and social networks. Network analysis should be used to understand what perfect
governance means for CCIs. Network analysis between individuals within the creative industries
has proved the importance of trust between individuals to make efficient the production system.
Useful tools to link actors in the value chain of cultural industries exist: informal meeting places,
events which mix various actors and enable networking, gatekeepers... However, the analysis of
social networks in clusters, suffers from methodological weaknesses. STABER (2008)37 proposes
a new approach to study social networks in the field of cultural industries. He focuses on
36
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networks of ideas instead of networks of individuals (ie: to look at how ideas are generated,
selected, how they evolve).

3.2 Towards perfect governance?
If there is any perfect governance, it is inherent to a specific territory and a specific time.
Nevertheless, some authors have identified key success factors for the governance of cultural
clusters and districts. According to CINTI (2008 p 88), these factors are the followings:
Key success factors for the governance of cultural clusters and districts












Presence of skilled actors who support cluster/district implementation (leadership)
Creation of a body which interacts with all actors and coordinates district administration
Effective collaboration between public or private sectors
Common vision of cluster/district and definitions of clear-cut goals shared by all actors
Achievement of a critical mass in the number and quality of actors and services
Diversified financial sources
Creation of an identification and advertisement trademark for the district and its products
Regulation of propriety rights and quality standards
Toning of co-operative force and control of opportunistic behaviors
Networks of relations between economic, non economic and institutional actors
Participatory decision-making processes

Our analysis offers other key elements that should be taken into account. The specific feature of
cultural metropolitan clusters is their connection with an urban project. Thus, the governance
should reflect this duality and create concrete links between the economic and urban projects.
These projects have wider objectives than "traditional" clusters. They should be anchored in their
urban district and to do so they must take into account civil society. The governance must be
impacted. Research, innovation, creativity and their results must be easily accessible to citizens
who work and live in these neighborhoods. Located on former industrial sites, historically
weakly connected to city centers, these projects should not operate in a vacuum. Otherwise, they
would quickly become creative ghettos. In his last article about “evolved cultural districts”
SACCO 38 emphasizes the key role of civil society in building cultural and creative clusters. This
is one of the main features which distinguish them from traditional clusters.
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Finally, these projects seek to go beyond the traditional dichotomy Culture-Economy. Most
often, creative clusters are detached from the famous creative core described by Florida. The
creative core is the artistic avant-garde that is often refractory to these projects because of the
gentrification they may induce. They still remain the lung of this creative ecosystem
(MARKUNSEN)39 and should not be out of the game. Creative clusters, if they want to stay
creative, should take into account artistic communities and make their work visible, be in contact
with the avant-garde without exploiting it.
Governance that takes into account these different criteria is a long term process. However, these
projects are highly political and policy often requires urgent proofs and evidence. “That” should
works, even if “that” is not fully defined.

CONCLUSION
Widely documented by academics, the cluster model was relayed from the 1990s to policy makers
as a new tool for economic development. But it is an elusive object. One can refer to the
typologies presented in the literature as a proof. It was analyzed by various disciplines what
makes it even more difficult to grasp. To conclude this comparative study, we can assert that
there is not a single good governance for cultural clusters. Various forms of governance have
their particular strengths and weaknesses. There are only temporary organizations able to
generate and support projects that exude from the territory. Indeed, governance cannot be
detached from its context and depends on its agent’s ability to defend their interests. Governance
is a progressive rather than fixed form, it constantly renews itself and it is not exportable. If we
consider our cases, metropolitan cultural clusters, they are characterized by their ability to
combine urban planning and economic development. This dual nature reinforces the difficulty to
find suitable governance. Time cycles differ and governance methods must fit closely to the
changing and lively nature of CCIs. Political time seems to prevail over others especially in
Nantes and Barcelona where public support was initially stronger than in Quebec. Because of
their urban nature, these clusters have to rethink the links between urban planning and creative
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projects. This would have consequences in terms of governance. We need to consider
governance as an institutional modality that relates more closely to CCIs specificities. Governing
these industries with conventional policy tools is a risk because they are neither stable nor
standardized.
Moreover, the majority of projects identified have barely ten years of existence; it is difficult to
give a critical view on "experimental projects of governance ". Some key success factors of
governance have been exposed but they are not mandatory. One of the keys success factors of
this governance is to ensure that the project produces urban spaces to allow new collaborations
in the city.
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